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Measures of Experience from Offering to Extinguishment
TABLES presented in this section contain promised
yields, realized yields, and default rates, measuring
the life-span experience of straight corporate bonds
outstanding January 1, 1900 or offered during 1900-
1943. The yields and default rates in the body of the
tables are weighted averages with par amounts of
offerings(or 1900 outstandings)asweights. The
tables therefore reflect for each period studied the
experience record of a bond portfolio distributed
among issues in proportion to the par amount of
offerings.
The tables include only offerings in the so-called
offerings experience sample; that is, those offerings
of large issues and of the 10 percent sample of small
issues for which realized yields could be computed
from offering to extinguishment. Computation of life-
span realized yields requires a knowledge of the price
paid at offering, the amount received at extinguish-
ment, and a full record of cash receipts in the interim
(amounts and dates of coupons paid, cash receipts
on defaulted issues, and the like). The offering price
used is the price paid by the investor to the under-
writer (the price stated in prospectuses and bond
advertisements), not the price received by the issuing
corporation. Issues offered before 1900 and outstand-
ing at the beginning of that year were brought into
the record at the average market price prevailing
during the first quarter of 1900 (average of market
high and low sales prices, or monthly high bids and
low asking prices). Prices received at extinguishment
are par for issues paid in full at maturity, the call
price for issues extinguished by call, and liquidating
payments received by the majority of the bondholders
for issues extinguished after default. Where successor
securities were received in exchange for defaulted
issues in corporate reorganizations, it was assumed
that the successors were not liquidated until five years
after reorganization, in order to avoid the use of prices
reflecting the unsettled market conditions that fre-
quently prevail around settlement dates. Issues or
their successors outstanding on January 1, 1944 (the
terminal date of the record) were assumed to be
liquidated at prices prevailing in the first quarter of
that year. The tables are arranged so that yields and
default rates may be selected that include or exclude
the experience on issues outstanding on January 1,
1900 or January 1, 1944.
The tables presented in this section are of three
basic types:
(1) Life-span realized yields and promised yields on
all offerings 1900-1943, classified by the distrib-
uting variableatoffering, by major industry
group for large and for small issues, with relevant
par amounts (e.g., Table 184 for agency rating).
(2) Life-span realized yields and promised yields on
regular offerings 1900-1943, classified by the dis-
tributing variable at offering, by size of issue, by
major industry group for large issues, and by
selected periods of. offering and extinguishment,
with relevant par amounts (e.g., Table 185 for
agency rating).
(3) Life-span default rates on regular offerings 1900-
1943, classified by the distributing variable at
offering, by size of issue, by major industry group
for large issues, and by selected periods of offer-
ing, and extinguishment(e.g.,Table 186 for
agency rating).
In 'tables of the first type weighted average ptom-
isedyields,realizedyields,and the par-amount
weights are presented for the aggregate of all straight-
bond offerings 1900-1943 (including issues outstand-
ing January 1, 1900 and January 1, 1944). For the
reasons indicated in' the preceding section and in
Chapter 1 of Corporate Bond Quality, small issues are
not combined with the large issues, but rough universe
estimates may be obtained by appropriate weighting
as will be explained below. Footnotes to the third, or
par-amount panels of these tables indicate cells con-
taining less than five offerings (in both the large- and
small-issuessections); these footnotes are equally
applicable to the promised yields and realized yields
in the first and second panels of the tables. Since all
offerings during the full period studied are lumped
together in these tables, the sample sizeisfairly
large within the major industries. For that reason,
promised and realized yields are presented for both
small and large issues by major industry group.
Tables of the second type mentioned above differ
from those of the first type in the detail presented on
major periods of offering and extinguishment (includ-
ing separate tabulations for issues outstanding Janu-
ary 1, 1900 and January 1, 1944). The second differ-
ence is that tables of the second type include only
"regular" offerings and so exclude "irregular" offerings
of bonds that appeared as successor securities during
corporate reorganization, by contract modification,
and so forth. Attention is focused on the regular offer-
ings, since they are usually the only ones purchasedMEASURES OF EXPERIENCE FROM OFFERING TO EXTINGUISHMENT 381
by the major financial intermediaries, who are the
principal holders of corporate bonds. Securities given
in exchange for defaulted regular offerings are, how-
ever, included for five years in the experience records
of the regular offerings.
Because of the subclassification of offerings in these
tables by periods of offering and extinguishment, the
data become fairly thin for the small issues. For that
reason, yield tables of the second type contain industry
breakdowns only for the large issues.
The periods of offering and extinguishment given
in the stubs of these tables were selected to permit
separate analysis of issues offered or extinguished be-
fore and after the Onset of the Great Depression.
Detailed analysis of the default experience on corpo-
rate bonds led to the selection of 1932 as the turning
point for this classification. Issues offered and ex-
tinguished before 1932, or offered and extinguished
thereafter, had, in general, a much better record than
issues offered before 1932 that were outstanding at
that time and were therefore exposed to the heavy
default risks of the Great Depression. Bonds are áiso
grouped in these tables to permit separate analysis of
issues offered and extinguished 1900-1943, and those
outstanding January 1, 1900 and January 1, 1944.
Tables of the second type also contain three panels,
the first showing weighted average promised yields,
the' second weighted average realized yields, and the
third the par-amount weights. Footnotes to the par-
amount panels indicate cells that contain less than
five offerings(in both the large- and small-issues
sections); these footnotes are equally applicable to
the' corresponding cells in the panels for promised and
realized yields.
Tables of the third type presented in this section
contain life-span default rates: that is, the proportion
of the par amount of offerings that went into default
at any time between offering and extinguishment.
Structurally, these tables are similar to the yield
tables discussed above in that they are based on the
par amounts preseraed in the corresponding tables
of the second type (that is, regular offerings in the
offerings experience sample for which realized yields
could be computed over the periods from offering to
extinguishment shown in the yield tables). Since the
coverage of the second and third sets of tablesis
identical, it is possible to analyze the relationship be-
tween the default rates in different periods and the
corresponding promised yields, realized yields, and
loss rates. For the same reason,par-amount figures
in the yield tables (and the footnotes indicating cells
where the underlying data are thin) have not been
repeated in the default tables. The par-amount fig-
ures may be used to construct yields and default rates
for broader periods than those shown in the tables,
and for various combinations of the distributing varia-
ble. Since the par-amount figures in the yield tables
represent the total volume of bonds in the experience
sample "eligible" to go default (that is, they are
the denominators of the ratios used in constructing
the default rates), the volume of corporate bonds in
the experience sample that went into default may be
obtained by multiplying the par amounts by the
appropriate default rates.
Universe estimates of yields and default rates may
be obtained by means of the data presented in Table
181, which contains par amounts of offerings in the
universe from which the offerings experience sample
was drawn, by selected periodsof offering and
extinguishment. These par-amount figures may be
applied as weights to the corresponding yields and
default rates for large and small issues to obtain
universe estimates for large and small issues combined.
The par amounts presented in Table 181 for all offer-
ings (regulars and irregulars combined) are appropri-
ate in adjusting the data in tables of the first type;
similarly, the par amounts for the regulars are applica-
ble to tables of the second and third types. Because of
the dominance of the large issues in the par-amount
totals,universe estimates constructed inthis way
should be reasonably reliable except for those cells
where the footnotes indicate that the data are excep-
tionally thin. In many cases, this difficulty may be
overcome by judicious combinations of data in adjacent
cells of the tables.T
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